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l.

(a)

EITHER

( i ) An external charge +q is introduced into a
free electron gas moving in the presence of a
uniform neutralising positive charge ( jellium).
Give a qualitative description of the modifi-
cation of the el-ectron distribution that
results in screening of the potential due to
the external- charge.

( 10 marks )

In the Thomas-Fermi analysis of screening the
k-space expression for the screened potential
is

O(k) = (e /e)(kZ * k=')-t

(ii)

(iii)

wherekisaconstant.
S

polar coordinates along
Fourier transform is

0(r) = (e/4reor) exp

Find the expression
force F(r) = -V0(r).

By taking spherical
r show that the

( -ksr )

( 25 marks )

the corresponding

( 15 marks )

Draw sketches to compare 0(r) and F(r) with
the corresponding unscreened forms.

( 20 marks )

...2/-
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(iv)
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( v ) Briefly describe the Mott transition and
outline one piece of experimental evidence in
which a lrlott transition is seen.

(20 marks )

(vi ) what is the relationship between the Mott
transition and screening?

( 10 marks )

OR

(b ) (i ) An rf electric f ield E exp ( -irrlt ) is applied
to jeIlium. Assuming that the equation of
motion of the electron gas is

m(dv1dt + v/r) = -eE exp (-iot)

with current densitY j = -noev

prove that the die.lectric constant of the
jellium is

e(to) - I - t*2 / @2 + itrr/t)p

where on2 = noe2/eom'

( 40 marks )

(ii) For the case of no damping, l/t = 0, draw a
sketch to show e(rrr) as a function of to.

( 10 marks )

(iii) Fig. L shows the infrared refLectivity of InSb

doped with a carrier concentration of 4.1018
-3cm . Give a discussion of the data in terms

of the dielectric function.
( 40 marks )

...3/_
'33c

[The Fourier transform is defined by

s(r) = 1Zrrl-3 / a3r*Ottt exp (ik.r)
TabJ-es of integrals give

f* * sin (mx)(a2 * *2)-1 dx = (n/2) exp (-ma)l
Jo



IThe reflectance R is given in

ft = ltr - e1/')t(t + er/2

iv ) Describe
for an a

-3

and explain the
Ika-1_i metal Iike

corresponding
Na.

(10

terms of e(o)

)12 lrl

I zcc 542/ 4l

resul-t

marks )

by

(20 marks )

the two
terms of

( 20 marks )

2. Fig. 2a shows the resistivity as a function of
temperature for Na samples of differing purity.
Figs. 2b and 2c show conductivity and Hall
coefficient as functions of temperature for a
number of doped InSb samples. Gj-ve a detailed
dj-scussion of the data, quoting appropriate
formulae from elementary transport theory.

( metal- 30 marks , senticonductor 7 0 marks )

EITHER

( i ) Explain what is meant by a magnetic hysteresis
loop.

(ii)

( l0 marks )

Draw sketches to show typical hysteresis loops
of ta I a soft and tb I a hard magnetiq
material.

3.

(a)

, j ji \
t _LJ_-L,l Discuss the differences between

classes of magnetic material- in
domain -wa.l-l movement .

(iv) What are the sources of l-oss in transformer
cores and in what ways can the designer
attempt to overcome Iosses?

( 20 marks )

(v) A rj-ng of a hard magnetic material is opened
to produce a gap as shown in Fig. 3. By means
of a magnetostatic analysis, prove that the B
and H f iel-ds j-n the magnet , Bm and Hm, are
related bv

B = -! L FI /Lm omm'g
( 20 marks )

...4/-
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(vi) Using this relation together with the fact
that B* and H* lie on the hysteres j-s loop.
explain the significance of the parameter
(BH)*.* in hard magnets.

( 10 marks )

energy W in the
BHLA,WhETCAmmm

[You may assume that the magnetic
two gap regions is given bY W = a

is the pole area I '

(b)

OR

(i)

4.

( ii)

(a)

Write an account of magnetic recording. You
should cover at least the following:

Physical- principles of inductive and rnagneto-
resistive heads, their advantages and
d j-sadvantages.

I'laterials requirements for recording media'

Materials requirements for inductive and
magnetoresistive heads.

( 70 marks )

Describe and explain the phenomenon of giant
magnetoresistance that has been observed in
trinsition-metaI films coupled across a thin
non-magnetic film.

( 30 marks )

The Heisenberg exchange Hami]-tonian in a

simple model of a magnet is

H=-(J/2)ESi.Sj

where the sum is over nearest-neighbour
magnetic sites i and i. Describe the forms of
mafnetic ordering observed at T=0 K for Ia]
poiitiv. J and tbl negati-ve J. Describe in
simple terms what happens to the magnetic
order as T increases.

( 30 marks )

Explain how the idea of a mean field is used
to give an approximate account of the
statistical mechanics .

10 marks )

...s/_

(b)
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(c)

(d)

(a)

-5

The mean-fieId equation
M of a ferromagnet ln an

tvt = NU tanh [U(Bo +

for the magnet
external fietd

IM ) /kBr l

[zcc 542/ 41

iz at i-on
Biso

where U is the magnetic mornent of one spin and
I is the mean-field constant. Derive express-
ions from this for Ia] the Curie temperature
tC and tb I the magnetic susceptibility X for
T , Tc.

( 40 marks )

Sketch the temperature dependence of 1 and
explain the f orm of the graph j-n physical
terms.

( 20 marks )

Explain what is meant by a macroscopic wave
function in superconductivity.

(20 marks )

{ b ) Describe brief Iy the phenomenon of f l-ux
quantization in superconductors and explain
how it lends support to the idea of a
macroscopic wave function.

(c)

(20 marks )

link between
Describe two
as Josephson

(20 marks )

(d)

A Josephson junction is a weak
two superconductors 1 and 2.
possible structures that behave
junctions.

Assume
coupled

i6

ln

that the junction is described by the
iime-dependent wave equations

AUllAt = UlUl * xQZ

AV,/A:u=IZQZ+KVl

where qi I and V 2
By substituting
similar expression

63n,/3t - -63nr/3t

two wave functi-ons.
1 t)LtL exp (isr) and a

, prove that
/2 r/2'-n2- sin t Sf - SZ )

( 20 marks )

...6/-

are the
ur = tl

t^f ,t.!v! v2

1= 2Knr*
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( e ) Interpret this result in terms of the
Josephson supercurrent and describe a simple
expeiiment in which this supercurrent is
observed. Explain carefully what happens to
the phase difference Sl - SZ as the current
through the weak link is increased'

( 20 marks )

Describe nematic ordering in a tiquid' crystal
and define the director n.

( 10 marks )

Explain how the orientation of n is affected
by tal pinning at a boundary and tbl an
abpfiea magnetic or efectric field. Explain
the notion of a director Profile.

(2O marks )

Fig. 6 shows the expected director profile in
th; vicinity of a wall- where n is pinned
vertical at Y=0 but for large y the preferred
orientation is horizonta] because of an
applied horizontal- field. Assume that the
angfe e , defined in the figure, satisfies

.'t)
Kd.LO/dy' * XrH sin 0 cos 0 = 0

What is the physical significance of the
parameters K and Xa in thj-s equation?

(a)

(b)

(c)

(d)

(e)

Multiply bY d0/dY to show
integral of this equation is

(20 marks )

that a first

Define E

boundary
Integrate
director

tan (

E2(ag/dy\z = [ * 
"o=20 ( I0 marks )

in terms of K, Xa and H and use the

condition for Y+* to show that A=0'
a second time to show that the

profile is given bY

1r/4 + 0/2) - exp lv/E)
( 30 marks )

34C
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(f) Draw sketches to show that the solution of
this equation for 0 versus y does have the
expected form.

( 10 marks )

llft=tan(x/2)then
dx=2dt/(L*t2)

cos x = (l - 12)/(t * t2)l

341
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Dir:ector Profile
pinning and field
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withr competition between walI
orientation.
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Fig. Hard magnet with gap.
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